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Dying
for

awareness
Black History Month kicks off with a silent
march remembering Trayvon Martin
By Ryan Sigala

Voices of empowerment, celebration
of black pride and political awareness
come together in February, during Black
History Month (BHM).
Student organizations of Califor
nia State University, Monterey Bay
(CSUMB) filled the month with events
that range from a Wings and Registra
tion event at Buffalo Wild Wings, to an
annual membership meeting, a hat mak
ing event and a silent march that includ
ed a “die-in” demonstration.
The campus chapter of the Nation
al Association for the Advancement of
Colored People (NAACP) organized an
event that combined activism and ed
ucation to commemorate the death of
Trayvon Martin.
The goal of the march that took place
on Feb. 4 was to bring awareness to the
issue of racial profiling, that became
more visible after the Trayvon Martin
tragedy. “We simply want to remem
ber what happened to Trayvon Martin
and [give students] an opportunity to
join a club committed to ending dis
crimination and racial profiling,” said
Steven Goings, founder and advisor to
the on-campus organization. “We want
to have an outlet for people to express
their feelings, and their pain and hurt”
On Feb. 26, 2012, 17-year old un
armed teen, Trayvon Martin was shot
by George Zimmerman, a neighborhood
watch coordinator in Sanford, Florida.

The Stanford Police Department did not
charge Zimmerman with any wrongdo
ing. This prompted the NAACP to de
mand justice for the family of Martin.
The murder trial ended with Zimmer
man found not guilty.
The silent march of around 30 stu
dents began outside the Black Box
Cabaret and ended at the Tanimura &
Antle Family Memorial Library. On the
march path, participants made their way
through the quad, then into the Student
Center.
Bystanders in the Student Center
were surprised and confused to see to
see marchers. “A lot of people [partic
ipants] were scared, but proud. But this
is the NAACP,” said Adrianna Miller,
President of the on-campus NAACP.
Demonstrators entered the library,
where they “die-in,” laying down on the
floor of the main hall with their signs on
their chest for three-minutes.
The march ended outside of the li
brary where students came forward in a
circle to express their pain and thirst for
justice, with slogans and poetry.
The on-campus NAACP chapter
hopes that the march and the rest of
BHM events encourage students to find
out more about their organization and
ultimately join. The NAACP is an or
ganization that fights for civil rights and
equality of the law for all and is open to
all people, of all races and background.

BHM continues on page 5

Students participating in the "die-in" on the first floor of the Tanimura & Antle Family Memorial
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Faculty
STRIKES

back

Faculty union authorizes for a strike
across all CSU campuses

Students and faculty showing support for CFA

By Briana Mackey
Friday, Feb. 5 the California Faculty
Association (CFA) decided on a five
day strike if California State University
(CSU) Management do not accept the 5
percent salary increase and 2.65 percent
Step Salary Increase (SSI) proposed
by the CFA. The strike days are set for
April 13, 14, 15, 18 and 19.
Out of the 23,000 faculty members
across the 23 CSU campuses, 80 percent
turned out to vote in favor of a strike,
and 94.4 percent of those voted “yes”

to authorize a strike, according to State
wide CFA President Jessica Eagan, who
teaches at CSU East Bay. Eagen held a
telephone news conference with CSU
student reporters on Feb. 12.
The CFA union is asking for a 5 per
cent increase arguing that their salary
has been stagnant while others, such as
community colleges and K-12 teachers
have seen an increase over the years.
The CSU Management offered 2 per
cent, which the union considers inade
quate.
Eagen mentions how they will not
bargain with themselves and will stay
with 5 percent demand, it is up to the
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Board of Trustees and Chancellor Tim
White to make a decision.
To help with the decision process
a fact finding panel will be held mid
March consisting of Bonnie Castrey, a
professional mediator, along with a rep
resentative from each side: Kevin Wehr,
CFA Bargaining Team, and Brad Wells,
Associate Vice Chancellor, Business
and Finance.
After Castrey hears facts from both
Wehr and Wells, she will write a report
with recommendations that are not bind
ing, but an opportunity to see a neutral
interpretation and get both parties back
to the bargaining table.

No strike is allowed before the fact
finding is issued and a 10 day blackout
period is complete. Only then will a
strike be legal.
The days for the strike were deliberatively chosen by the CFA Board of
Directors over the course of several
months. For all CSU campuses, except
one, the month of April was an ideal
time to strike because it would not inter
fere with finals and the end of the term,
said Eagan.
The reason for releasing the date of
the strike before the fact finding process
was to allow faculty members time to
prepare and reschedule the syllabus, fig
ure out pickett shifts and coordinate for
other necessities.
Faculty are desperate for a salary in
crease, since it is not only hurting them
but the whole system, said Eagan. For
students who are worried about the lost
hours of instruction, the five day strike
will not significantly interfere since the
strike is legal.

Another concern students might have
is what campus will look like if the
strike happens. In addition to no classes,
positions and services of librarians, psy
chology counselors and assistant coach)
es could be disrupted. A strike sanction
has also been agreed upon, where other
union organizations will support in soli
darity, for example, UPS will not deliv
er packages or construction on campus
will temporarily halt during strike days.
Any student interested in showing
solidarity can talk with other students
and CFA chapters on campus. “I hope
students take the opportunity to see what
the strike is like and join your faculty in
the picket line,” said Eagan.
She mentions how faculty do not
want to go on strike but feel they need to
do something dramatic and sacrifice pay
in order to make a very big statement.
For more information on facts about
the strike visit https://csumb.edu/news/
information-possible-california-faculty-association-strike
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CSUMB Colleges
Contact

Incoming:
Human Development
and Family Studies
major
By Tori Johnson

Starting fall 2016, California
State University, Monterey Bay
(CSUMB) will offer a new un
dergraduate Bachelor’s degree
in Human Development and
Family Studies.
The primary learning outcome
for this major will focus around
four main theories and concepts:
family processes through pre
birth to becoming a parent, the
way families develop in certain
contexts both communally and
nationally, diversity and appli
cation into the real world, and
applying the knowledge and
skills into fields of education and
social services, Deanne Perez,
Associate Professor of Liberal
Studies mentioned.
The classes will mainly hold
face to face seminars with the hu
man development faculty, how
ever, as semesters pass CSUMB
has plans to instruct students
through hybrid and online class
es.
“There has been a movement
nationally and statewide that de
sires pre-school teachers as well

as Kindergarten teachers to re
ceive their Bachelor’s degree for
the past five to seven years,” Pe
rez said. CSUMB now offers this
incredible major for those aspir
ing to teach fundamental skills to
children of the future.
Along with teaching lower
division classes, this degree can
also be used for entering the field
of social services or counseling.
The university offers a Mas
ters for social work on campus,
where students can utilize their
knowledge for school psycholo
gy and educational careers.
“Nationally, there is a grow
ing emphasis on meeting needs
of the youngest learners,” Pe
rez said. It is somebody’s job to
teach the basic concepts about
literacy to these children, and
now with such a high demand
in Bachelor’s degrees, CSUMB
is giving students the opportu
nity to fulfil that destiny. Search
‘Human Development and Fam
ily Studies’ on the CSUMB
website to find more informa
tion or contact Deane Perez at
dperez-granados @ csumb .edu.
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Emma
Rchardson

President:
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Vice President:
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Chief Operations Officer:
asoperations@csumb.edu______

Chief Financial Officer:

Fellow Otters,
Hello from the Associated
Students (AS)! We are several
weeks into the spring semester
and hope that you are staying
happy and healthy as the year
continues. There are lots of ex
citing announcements about new
services and events.
The Associated Students are
releasing a new program called
AS Box Office. This is a service
in which students will be able to
purchase tickets to off campus
events and activities at a dis
counted price. As an example,
tickets for movies at the Marina
theatre that are regularly $12.50,
will be sold at the AS Box
Office or $6.
Our mission is to advocate for
an affordable and accessible edu
cation at California State Univer
sity, Monterey Bay (CSUMB).
By providing these types of ser
vices, we can lighten the finan
cial burden that our students are
often faced with.
We are also proud to be
launching another service to stu
dents: AS Food Pantry. Our first
food pantry event will be held on

asfinance@csumb.edu_________

Chief Programming Officer:
asprogramming@csumb.edu

Provided by AS

Feb. 24 in the West Lounge of
the Student Center at noon. For
students who do not have a meal
plan, a free bag of food will be
provided, no questions asked!
For our first pantry event, we
will have bags of food for the
first 100 students with Otter ID.
We are working to address the
food insecurity issues that the
students of CSUMB may be ex
periencing.
In other news, questions have
been raised about campus safe
ty and what students can do to
feel safer on campus. CSUMB
is launching a safety app called
Rave Guardian. What this app
does is provides students the op
portunity to anonymously report
safety hazards: a light that is out
in a parking lot, for example.
The app also creates a virtu
al safety network and provides
students a one-touch emergency

CSUMB develops program to
train school psychologists

ascommunications@csumb.edu

College Senators:
academics@csumb.edu________
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asenvironmental@csumb.edu

Cultural Enrichment Senator:
ascultural@csumb.edu_________

Athletics Senator:
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Director of Statewide
Affairs/Lobby Corps:
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New Dean in
the College of
Science

Former
Congresswoman
speaks on
Affordable Care Act

Staff Report

Federal
grant
provides
funding
By CSUMB

Communications
California State University,
Monterey Bay (CSUMB) has re
ceived $ 1.2 million from the U.S.
Department of Education to de
velop a program to train school
psychologists.
This program will meet the
state and national chronic, criti
cal shortage of school psycholo
gists, who support K-12 students
in a variety of ways.
The school-age population of
the Central Coast includes large
numbers of English language
learners and students from mi
grant backgrounds. With that
in mind, the new program will

communication method. If any
students have concerns about
campus safety, the Associated
Students are available to hear
your concerns and advocate for
campus change.
As always, please feel free
to contact me if you have any
questions, concerns, or if you
would like to learn more about
AS. We are located in Room
125 of the Student Center and
are always able to meet with stu
dents. I am available by email at
aspresident@ csumb .edu.
Continue reading the Otter
Realm for more updates about
our AS events and services.
Thank you for your time. Go
CSUMB! Go Otters!

Chief Communications Officer:
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ensure that the school psychol
ogists trained at CSUMB will
have specific expertise in sup
porting those students.
Students in CSUMB’s new
credential program will work
in partnership with the univer
sity’s school social work pro
gram, also in development. They
will be cross-trained to work
within the context of culture,
specifically with Hispanic and
Latino families.
CSUMB will partner with

more than 100 area schools that
have been identified as high-pov
erty and with a majority of En
glish learners. The hope is that
the experience of working in
those schools will encourage
credential students to stay in the
area and serve local schools.
When students complete the
three-year program, they will
have earned a Master’s degree
in education; a Pupil Personnel
Services: School Psychology
credential; and a certificate in

Behavior Analysis.
The program is in develop
ment and will be offered once
all appropriate approvals are se
cured. The first two classes will
consist of 30 students; 24 of them
will receive scholarship funding.
The program has funding for
five years.
For
information,
con
tact Dr. Cathi Draper Rodriguez, chair of the Depart
ment of Teacher Education,
atcdraperrodriguez@csumb.edu.

Bonnie Irwin, Provost and
Vice President for Academic Af
fairs, announced that Dr. Andrew
Lawson, interim Dean of Science
and Mathematics at Fresno State
University, will take on the role
of Californa State University,
Monterey Bay’s (CSUMB) next
College of Science dean. Lawson
will start his journey at CSUMB
on July 1,2016.
“Dr. Lawson brings a wealth
of experience to the role, hav
ing served as a department chair,
associate dean and now inter
im dean at Fresno,” Irwin states
in an email. “He has an earned
Ph.D. in Entomology from the
University of California, Berke
ley. He is a successful grant
writer and fundraiser, has ample
experience in accreditation and
assessment and also comes to us
with an excellent record of teach
ing and research. Andrew very
much looks forward to being part
of the CSUMB team, and we are
fortunate to have him join us.”

Provided by CSUMB website

By Sarah Espinosa

The College of Health Sci
ences and Human Services cel
ebrates Black History Month
by welcoming to the stage for
mer Congresswoman Donna
M. Christian-Christensen, the
first female physician to serve
in Congress. She will be speak
ing on “The Affordable Care
Act: Health, Civil Rights and
Job Creation.”
The talk will take place on
Feb. 24, from 3 to 5 p.m. in the
World Theater. Following the
event will be a question and an
swer session with light refresh
ments served. The event is free
and open to all of California State
University, Monterey Bay and
the community.
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CSUMB
applicants

grow
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By Tori Johnson

Starting fall 2016 the CSU
Chancellor’s office granted Cal
ifornia State University, Mon
terey Bay (CSUMB) the ability
to grow one percent in student
admissions. The effect of this
seemingly low number means:
“tuition for the upcoming fall
semester will initially stay stag
nant,” David Linnevers, presi
dent of Campus Admissions said.
“CSUMB has recently broken
the freshman applicants record,”
Linnevers added, “just this year
over 16,000 freshman students
applied and over 4,000 transfer
students [too].” This is a huge

Tinney, aide to president of
communications said.
This “breathing period” al
lows the school to analyze its
students, buildings and funds in
order to make the necessary step
number for the university.
forward in achieving advanta
Although there is a low per geous growth.
cent in student admissions this
Thus far, the school has re
fall, with these record applicants ceived the funds to demolish the
CSUMB needs plans to expand vacant ‘Hammerhead buildings’
in the future. As the campus con
tinues to grow in numbers, the
administration is making a case
to receive the right funds for new
buildings and staff in order to as (left of 6th Street). They are cur
sure the appropriate amount of rently building a safe environ
courses and classrooms for stu ment to take down these massive
dents.
structures and intend to create a
CSUMB is becoming increas student recreational center and
ingly well known due to admis Student Union center, Linnevers
sions hard work in marketing mentions.
and campus tours, however, we
This could mean a larger gym,
are: “currently going through yoga space, room for classrooms,
a breathing period,” James etc. If you ever wonder what stu
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World Theater
begins outreach
efforts

rapidly!

CSUMB will put a halt on
admission rates fall 2016

NEWS

dent fees are going towards, this
will show for it.
The admissions office consists
of over thirty student workers,
each with individual jobs such as
receiving and going over appli
By Sean Roney
cants, giving out tours, helping
The campus’ World Theater is
the needs of international stu
launching
outreach efforts to in
dents, involving themselves with
crease
attendance
from students
graduate students to find the pro
of
California
State
University,
grams they need and many more,
Monterey Bay as well as the
greater Monterey Bay commu
nity. Though the theater holds
events such as the Vagina Mono
logues, officials with the theater
all to serve us.
say
that student attendance is be
With the school continuous
low
desired levels.
ly expanding, admissions is al
The
main outreach effort in
ways in need of hard-working
the
works
is an instructor packet
students. If you are interested
that
will
encourage
cooperation
in being a part of the admis
sions team, research the differ between the theater and faculty.
ent positions on Otter Jobs at One goal for the packets is to
have professors send their stu
csumb .edu/otterjobs.
dents to the theater for possible
assignments.

“CSUMB has recently broken the
freshman applicants record”
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The theater staff are also
working on increased social me
dia presence. One plan discussed
at their Feb. 5 staff meeting was
the idea of live-Tweeting the
upcoming President’s Speaker
Series. Other possible outreach
includes video interviews, riddle
contests, tabling events, and gift
certificates.
Noche Flamenca, with Sole
dad Barrio, is the next feature in
the Performing Arts Series at the
World Theater, taking place on
March 12 at 8 p.m.
The Word Theater is located
on the south end of campus, at
Building 28. For more informa
tion, check out their website at:
csumb .edu/worldtheater.

Comedy and dancing on upcoming
Black Box Cabaret schedule

Comedy and dancing is on
the schedule for the Black Box
Cabaret (BBC), in addition to
full semester of activities. The
next event on the BBC’s ros
ter is Comedy Night with Chi
co Bean Feb. 18, presented by
Associated Students.
“The Black Box Cabaret is a
building for the students, run by
the students,” said Vickie-Lynn
Crisosto, senior lead for the
BBC. “It’s somewhere they can
come and have a great time and
have events.”
Students have seen that com
edy has the ability to help them
deal with college life. “I love it.
It makes me glad to be here. I do

miss my home and my family,
but having these events makes
me feel more at home,” said Kailey Sarmiento, a freshman Com
puter Science major.
The BBC is more than just an
entertainment venue, it is also the
site of learning events, such as
the Monday Zumba lessons, held
weekly from 6 to 7 p.m.. Stu
dents interested are encouraged
to try the next session, Feb. 22,
all levels welcome.
“We’ll allow the first 55 peo
ple to come to the building,”
said Crisosto. “They have to
have their ID and sign a waiver.”
She noted a California driver’s
license works in lieu of a cam
pus ID, but there may be a cover
charge. She added: “They need

to wear shoes to work out in.
They can’t be walking around in
socks or anything like that.”
Gabrielle Cowdery, a soph
omore Hospitality and Sustain
ability major, said she attended
last year’s salsa lessons. “Two
couples taught us how to dance.
We got to learn all types of sal
sa moves,” she said, adding that
switching partners during the
lessons was both educational and
challenging. “At the end they did
a competition and last year when
I went, I actually won.”
In addition to audience mem
bers, cast members and tech
nicians for productions have
also enjoyed themselves at
BBC events.
“We were in the production of

Save the Date

By Sean Roney
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Student participant Uma Crouch left, participating in an improvisational
spin on Antique Roadshow

Good and Plenty and it was a re
ally nice place,” said Jordan Kasiah, a second-semester Biology
student who played the lead role
of Mr. Miller. “The backstage
is more roomy than you think it
would be. There’s a whole bunch
of stuff going on [back there]”
He added: “You can watch the
show from a balcony and that
was really cool. It was probably
my favorite thing.”
“I had a really fun time,” said
Uma Crouch, a second-semester
Biology major. “Being tech, I
got to work backstage a lot more
than some of the actors may
have. I noticed the staff here was
super awesome and they helped
clean up the backstage for us a
little bit.”

The type of events run in the
building range from dances,
dance lessons, to comedy shows,
movies, band nights, kickboxing
and Halloween mazes.
“They really try to put on
events that help the students deal
with the stress of college,” said
Alyssa Keene, a senior Business
student. “I love it when they play
movies here or just have random
presenters come.”
Keen noted watching Pitch
Perfect 2 was one BBC event
that she found helpful. “When I
saw it, I was stressed out from
my business classes and just be
ing able to come and see a fun
ny movie really helped me not
think about the stress and have a
good time.”

CAREER
FAIR
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 22nd
10 A.M. - 2 P.M.

UNIVERSITY CENTER

2016

Don't We Boys comedians Scott Erickson, left, and AJ Schraeder lampoon
evening news in a skit

CONNECT | EXPLORE | IMAGINE
For accommodations for persons with disability, please contact our office at least two weeks
prior to any scheduled event. Call 831.582.3845 or email career_development@csumb.edu
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“They can only have so many
people inside at once,” said Kasiah as advice to other students.
“I learned from not being able to
have a spot, that you should just
come early.”
The BBC has differing capac
ity depending on the event. For
example, concerts have a limit of
253, while sit-down events have
a limit of 130, and banquet-style
events with large tables have a
capacity of 100.
Updates about BBC events
are included in the weekly email
newsletter, Otter Be Involved.
It provides up-to-date informa
tion about events such as dances,
that could not be confirmed at
press time.
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Oscars so

Lack of diversity in this year’s 2016 Oscar Nominations

By Jacqueline Mendez

A major social issue is hap
pening in one of the biggest
nights in Hollywood. This year’s
2016 Oscars, no African Ameri
can was nominated for best actor
and actress, best supporting actor
or actress and not one film with
an African American cast was
nominated for best picture.
It is the second consecutive
year that people are outraged.
Last year the hashtag #OscarsSoWhite went viral throughout
the internet to spread awareness.
Throughout the Dr. Martin Lu
ther King Jr. Civil Rights Move
ment in the 60’s, people fought
hard and long to be treated and
viewed as equals.
Decades later, in 2016, the in
equality is as present as ever. It
is frustrating to see history repeat
itself. It is clear that the academy
has the power to choose who the
nominees are, and have yet again
discriminated people of color.
We are the new generation of
people and it is our duty to end
racism and prejudices once and
for all. It is sad to see in a month

Provided by Google Commons

A cluster of Oscar awards
long celebration of overcoming
racism, prejudices and discrimi
nation that the Oscars will not be
celebrating what people of color
have fought for so long to end.
The racial issue is obvious, for
example, the movie “Creed” has
a starring role of African Ameri
can actor Michael B. Jordan, but
only his co-star Sylvester Stal
lone received a nomination for
best supporting actor.
There were many contenders
to be considered for an Oscar
nomination such as “Concus
sion”, “Creed”, “Beasts of No
Nation” and “Straight Outta
Compton.” However, not one of
these movies made the cut for
this prestigious award. This lack
of diversity is and has been a re
occurring issue in the Oscars.

The movies that had African
American starring roles only re
ceived the nominations to their
Caucasian supporting roles.
“Straight Outta Compton” was
an all African American cast,
yet this film was only nomi
nated for best screenplay. The
screenplay was written by two
Caucasian men.
Actors such as Will Smith,
Jada Pinkett Smith, and film
maker Spike Lee have decided
to boycott the Oscars. Spike Lee
took the approach to social media
and explained his frustration and
reasoning for not attending this
year’s Oscars in a lengthy post:
“But, how is it possible for the
2nd consecutive year all 20 con
tenders under the actor category
are white? And let’s not even get

into the other branches. 40 white
actors in 2 years and no flava.”
Racism and inequality have
been major issues for many
years. As time progresses society
should accept one another and
not treat others differently due
to the color of one’s skin. The
Oscars are viewed by millions
around the globe each year, out
of 40 nominations for best actor
and actress/ best supporting actor
and actress, not one minority will
be represented this year.
It was heartbreaking and frus
trating researching about the
lack of diversity in the Oscar’s
Tiis year.
Not only does the lack of di
versity affect the actors and ac
tresses, but the population as a
whole.
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By Christopher James-

Justice Siders
Campus Advocate and Rape
Prevention Specialist, Elizabeth
Cota of the Monterey County
Rape Crisis Center identifies as
a feminist and defines it as the:
“equality and equity of genders.”
As the Campus Advocate on
the California State University,
Monterey Bay (CSUMB), Cota
offers confidential advocacy and
support to sexual assault survi
vors in the community. “Survi
vors can come to me to discuss
reporting options, and I can
go with them to report, if they
choose to report, to either the
title IX office or to law enforce
ment,” Cota said.
In addition to reporting op
tions, Cota can provide academic
accommodations for the survivor
to begin the healing process.
The Monterey County Rape
Crisis Center offers a 24 hour
rape crisis line (831-375-HELP)
to further provide services in
therapy, counseling, and medical
exam following assaults.
Cota believes men should
be actively involved in the
feminist movement: “White
men and men in general must
fight for gender equality, but
should not ignore women’s
voices/experiences when they
are in that space.”

Cota acknowledges that our
societal structure of patriarchy
and media is very oppressive of
women. However, at the same
time, expresses that after a cer
tain point it’s up to individual(s)
to continue to consume the hy
per-sexualized images on tele
vision, listening to misogynistic
lyrics in music, and take part
in the mistreatment of wom
en through levels of emotion
al, physical, sexual and mental
abuse. “At some point an individ
ual can make a decision to reject

the status quo and be a critical
consumer of media,” Cota said.
If men were to express them
selves in androgynous and femi
nine ways, they will be perceived
as less than. “Think about gay
men. They are seen as being fem
inine for loving other men. To be
seen as a woman or even wom
an-like, is less than,” Cota said.
As a young black cis-gender
hetero-sexual male that attended
school in South Central Los An
geles there were times where I
conformed to hyper masculinity
due to who was around me at a
certain time.
It’s sad because this type of
behavior is embedded in the in
ner city culture. How do we ex
pect our men that come from im
poverished communities to know
about this system of oppression
known as patriarchy, when is
sues regarding hyper-masculini
ty are not addressed through the
education system?
I once took part in oppressing
women because it was something
that around me and as disgusting
as it sounds, was “normal”. In
high school, I saw teenagers at

the age of 13 to 14 touching each
other in inappropriate places on
the school yard. Just like when
I was sexually harassed as a 9th
grade student, I thought it was
normal, because if you did not
take everything a girl dished out
on a sexual level you were con
sidered a“pussy”.
This exact situation is a reason
why it’s essential to educate the
youth about concepts of femi
nism and teach them the harmful
effects of patriarchy in a commu
nity. Individuals that are privi
leged enough to have access to
resources, knowledge, and pow
er must take action in areas that
do not have much. People that
are not of that community must
understand the needs and make
sure they’re accepted.
Getting into sexual assault
awareness on the CSUMB cam
pus I ended up working back
wards. I did not fully understand
the situation when it came to the
degradation of women in society.
I have witnessed it happen, and
decided to take action.

Sea Breeze
APARTMENTS

3094 Lake Dr. Marina One & Two BD
remodeled apts., covered parking, laundry,
CSUMB adjacent (831) 384-3443

www.seabreezeapts.net
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RUN, HIDE, FIGHT
Steps to take in an active shooter situation
By Briana Mackey
In response to the number of
mass shootings across the na
tion, California State Universi
ty, Monterey Bay’s (CSUMB)
University Police Department
(UPD) offers an Active Shooter
Preparedness Presentation for
staff, faculty, students and the
community. The presentation is
led by a UPD Officer who shows
a Power Point presentation along
with a five minute video on the
active shooter response protocol:
Run, Hide, Fight.
The video, prepared by the
City of Houston, opens with a
man unzipping his backpack,
to then pull out a gun and open
fire in an office building leaving
those near him dead. The narra
tor explains the options avail
able: Run, evacuate the vicinity
if you can and call for help; Hide,
if you cannot run, find a hiding
place, lock the door, turn off
the lights and silence your cell
phone, including vibrate; Fight,
if your life’s in danger, as a last
resort improvise a weapon to
fight back.
The main reason for the train
ing is: “we want folks to know
their options in the unlikely
event that something like this
[an active shooter] occurs. We
want folks to be aware of their
surroundings. We want our cam
pus community to be safe and to
be prepared,” said Earl Lawson,
CSUMB Campus Police chief.
Lawson mentions how the pre
sentation does a great job captur
ing the attention of staff and
faculty, but not so much with stu
dents. To counter this tough au
dience the UPD, with help from
River Guys Productions (Joshua
and Ryan Fryou, CSUMB alum
ni) and Brooke Holmquist, from
University Communications, are

currently producing a CSUMB
version of Run, Hide, Fight.
“We wanted this video to have
a real-life type of feel that I be
lieve hasn’t been shown in past
PSA videos dealing with active
shooters. There are
n
o
actors here
but all real
CSUMB faculty, staff and stu
dents to help make this video
come to life,” said Joshua Fryou.
The video is localized to
CSUMB to give the students that
familiarity aspect when watch
ing. It is staged at the Alumni
and Visitors Center, the Tanimu
ra and Antle Family Library and
the Salinas Dispatch Center. If
the video is well done, Lawson
has a commitment from the Dean
of Students for it to become part
of the mandatory new student
orientation.
“We do earthquake drills and
we do fire drills and this has just
become part of that clique,” said
Lawson.
Active shooter situations is
an uncomfortable conversation
to have, and that is why UPD is
helping to facilitate these presen
tations. “It’s good for everyone
to have that [Run, Hide, Fight]
training,” Elizabeth Miller, UPD
officer and CSUMB alumna,
said. “Everyone needs to be pre
pared for the fact that it can hap
pen here [CSUMB], it can hap
pen anywhere.”
“Given our location and open
ness of our campus, as well as
the modem open access look
of our new buildings like BIT
[Business and Information Tech
nology] , the UPD active shooter
training is an imperative for all
our students, faculty, and staff,”
said Shyam Kamath, Dean of the
College of Business.
In the past, UPD has given
presentations on workplace vio
lence, but nothing as specific as

UPD officers responding to active shooter incident during the
production of CSUMB's "Run, Hide, Fight"
an active shooter. Joseph Prebula, Police Corporal, is who spear
headed the program. Prebula was
originally the only officer trained
to present and now there are four
to five officers scheduled.
The presentation is not limit
ed to just CSUMB, UPD will go
where they are invited. Feedback
from audience members has been
positive and: “the biggest indica
tion for that is the demand for the
presentation,” said Lawson.
Meetings can be scheduled
Monday through Friday, from 9
a.m. to 3 p.m., except Wednes
days. If you would like to sched
ule a presentation please contact
Shanieka Jones, Crime Preven
tion Coordinator at shjones@
csumb.edu or 831-582-3154.

Provided by Earl Lawson

CSUMB honors
Black History Month

Women from last years hat making workshop

Staff Report

Because some care is not covered
by your health insurance...

Many think that their health insurance or Medicare will pay

for long-term care if they become sick or injured. However,
health insurance or Medicare only provides services for

limited periods of time. CalPERS Long-Term Care can give you
peace of mind in knowing you will have care when you need it.

Did you know?
7 out of 10 people
aged 65 and older
will require long-term care services at
some point in their lives, according to
the federal government.

Find out more about Long-Term Care and see if you qualify at
WhyLongTermCare.org or by calling (800)-205-2020

WhyLongTermCare.org

(800) 205-2020

CalPERS

February is recognized as
Black History Month (BHM),
and at California State Univer
sity, Monterey Bay (CSUMB)
more than 10 clubs and organiza
tions pay tribute and raise aware
ness about the on-going issues of
race and racism in this country.
Celebrations started Feb. 1 and
will continue through March 5,
providing students and the com
munity opportunities to honor
African American leaders, and
legacies.
To start the month off strong,
Black Students United (BSU)
brought students together with
a Block Party held in the Main
Quad. “We played games and
listened to music while enjoying
each others company,” said Kar
la Noy les, sophomore Social and
Behavioral Science major and
BSU president.
The following day, BSU chal
lenged the wits of males vs. fe
males in The Battle of the Sex
es, where: “the girls won by 250
points,” Noy les mentioned.
On Feb. 13, Associated Stu
dents screened Dark Girls, a doc
umentary exploring the roots of
prejudices about skin color with
in and outside the Black Ameri
can culture, and had a panel dis
cussion.
In collaboration with NAACP,
Buffalo Wild Wings hosted a
“Wings and Registration” Feb.
17 to explain the importance of
voting to the community and
signup those not registered on
the spot. If you missed this,

don’t worry: “after the event all
NAACP officers will be asked to
have voter registration cards on
them at all times so that they can
register folks at any time. There
will be voter registration oppor
tunities and all NAACP events
and meetings,” said Steven Go
ings, NAACP College Chapter
Advisor.
For the second year, the Visu
al and Public Art (VPA) Depart
ment will be providing a free Hat
Making Workshop Feb. 18, from
4 to 7 p.m. at VPA (Bldg 72),
based on the book CROWN’s by
Michael Cunningham and Craig
Marberry, which explains the
significance of African American
Women’s church hats.
Following the workshop, on
Feb. 21 the city of Seaside will
hold a community gathering at
the City of Seaside Oldemeyer
Center, from 3 to 6 p.m.. “This

Provided by Gail Salgado

on campus.
Also, Steven Levinson, for
mer CSUMB Lecturer & former
California Faculty Association
CSUMB Chapter President, will
be awarded the NAACP Civil
Rights Advocate and Ally Award
for his many years of service.
“It is an opportunity for com
munity and CSUMB social jus
tice and civil rights leaders to
meet each other,” said Goings.
Voter registration will be avail
able at the event in the Alumni
and Visitors Center at 7 p.m.
To cap off the celebration, on
March 5 Black Student Union
(BSU) has put together the Black
Expo, an event to connect any
and all black owned businesses
and organizations to the CSUMB
community. If you are interested
in being a part of the expo email
blackstudentsunited@csumb.
edu.

“This is an excellent
opportunity to celebrate African
American Women and their hats
while learning the history
behind their CROWNS”
is an excellent opportunity to cel
ebrate African American Women
and their hats while learning the
history behind their CROWNS,”
said Gail Salgado, VPA Adminis
trative Coordinator.
Feb. 25 is the 5th Annual BHM
meeting, where guest Dr. Wendy
Smith, Title IX Coordinator and
Discrimination, Harassment and
Retaliation Prevention Adminis
trator, will speak on the topics of
diversity and social justice issues

“With a slowly growing stu
dent body, our events are made
with the intention of bringing
together our small community
to create a sense of welcoming,”
said Glenn Atiabet, BSU Market
ing Coordinator.
To find out about more about
the events happening at CSUMB
thoughout Black History Month,
visit
https://csumb.edu/oc3/
black-history-month.
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Poisoning the water supply
Domoic acid in Monterey waters
poses a danger to both sea

life and humans

Leyla Ledwith/Otter Realm

By Leyla Ledwith

“Sea life in the Monterey Bay area is,
at present, suffering greatly because of
a toxin known as Domoic acid, which
is produced by phytoplankton,” said
Amy-Nicolle Jerome a Marine Biology
student at California State University,
Monterey Bay.
If the Domoic acid concentration
in the food available for human con
sumption is found to be too high, and
is deemed a great risk to human health,
it can result in fisheries being closed
down.
This has already been seen in Monte
rey itself with the Dungeness and Rock

Crab Fishery being closed in November
2015 due to positive testing for Domoic
acid poisoning.
“There really isn’t a simple way to
stop the problem. The solution is be
ing more aware of the damage we are
causing through climate change, which
is altering the temperature of the wa
ters, but as long as you aren’t harvesting
your own shell fish right now the overall
risk to humans is minimal,” said Steve
Moore, Professor of Science and Envi
ronmental Policy.
Domoic acid is harmful to both ma
rine organisms and humans, and can
cause nausea, diarrhoea, deformities
in babies, dizziness, seizures and even
death. This is due to recent El Nino ef

More than
a

mascot

fects resulting in higher than average
global temperatures, storms and there
fore nutrient upwelling.
Phytoplankton, producing the Domo
ic acid, are microscopic plants that live
in the ocean, and some species cause it
to be the slight green discoloration seen
in Monterey’s waters. The plankton is
an important source of food for all life
in the ocean, forming the basis of the
food chain.
It is eaten by microscopic animals
whom the fish eat. The birds, seals and
sea lions then eat the fish. This cause
and effect shows the gravity of the prob
lem, the whole food chain is essentially
being poisoned by the acid.
Domoic acid fluctuations are an ex
ample of the consequences of climate
change and the damage humans are
creating. Although the damage done to
Monterey waters cannot be reversed by
human intervention, the hope is that the
water temperature will even out on its
own, lowering the quantity of toxic al
gae and domoic acid in the water.
The only way to ensure Monterey
does not suffer this plague again, is via a
complete alteration in the way we view,

onof abeach
S

CSUMB students rasie awareness
about sea otters and ocean conservation

by Karen Garcia

The Marina Library will be screen
ing Sand Wars, a documentary that calls
the attention of sand mining all over
the world, on Feb. 23. Sand mining is
a $1.9 billion industry focused on the
extraction of silica sand, an ingredient

Provided by Google Commons

by Louisa Davies-Brazil

In past years, the otter population has
been recovering from a dramatic loss
they faced prior to the 19th century, as
they were over-hunted for their fur. The
population of southern sea otters have
expanded to that of more than 3,000 but
are still greatly below their original size,
according to the Monterey Bay Aquari
um conservation website.
Otters are more than just a cute mas
cot for California State University, Mon
terey Bay (CSUMB), they are vital for
the sea’s ecosystem. For instance, the
kelp forest located in Big Sur would not
be as magnificent as it is without help
from otters, as they feed on sea urchins.
In the past, the deep-sea coastal areas
have been overpopulated with sea ur
chins; these creatures feed on the kelp,
which prevents habitats of wildlife from
developing.
With the increased population of the
sea otters, the kelp forest has recovered
well and has now become one of the
most desired places for scuba diving.
These changes happen due to the ef
forts of people that care about the en
vironment. The Marine Science com
munity at CSUMB is thriving due to
faculty members and students that share
in this passion for saving the Monterey
sea life.
How change is promoted is quite sim
ple as: “It’s a lot about communication
and conservation ... it’s humans that

push for conservation,” Marysol Alvorez, a Marine Science student said,
explaining how our actions affect the
sea life and can make all the difference.
One example she used was the high
levels of algae blooms in the ocean
which prevent other sea life from grow
ing. The agent that causes this abnor
mally high level of toxoplasma is cat
feces, which is commonly flushed down
the toilets.
Alvorez explained that informing oth
ers will create a large impact, as it is the
actions of those around us that can make
changes in the ocean environment. Any
thing that we can do to help these beau
tiful populous ocean areas will make
an incredible difference in the grand
scheme of the ecosystem.
There are plenty of ways of becom
ing involved in improving ocean life
and contributing to its conservation.
Students can make a small change by
simply: “Informing others about the im
portance of the ocean and how it affects
our lives,” Joan Vazquez, a Marine Sci
ence student, said. She invites people to
get involved through small acts such as
conserving water, to larger ones such as
cleaning beaches.
CSUMB is currently involved in a
number of sea life conservation projects,
conducted by the Marine Science pro
gram. Professor of Marine Science and
Policy, James Lindholm who teaches in
the program, is also the Director of the
Institute for Applied Marine Ecology
at CSUMB. The aim of the institute is
learning how human activity affects the
marine ecosystem and raising awareness
about ocean conservation.

and often disregard, climate change.
“These events are a wakeup call to
the damage we are doing to our planet.
The effects, which we are currently ex
periencing, is a natural event that has be
come amplified due to increased Carbon
emissions in the past few years,” said
Jerome. “Excess nutrients in the water
have allowed toxic algae to bloom in
vast numbers and produce huge, deadly
quantities of Domoic acid.”
This is not the first time this has oc
curred in Monterey waters, in 1991 there
had been a case of multiple sea bird
deaths which were later related to toxic
algae blooms, which produced Domo
ic acid, at the time the illness was only
considered to be related to shellfish.
Later studies showed that it also ex
isted in sardines and anchovies - one of
the prime food sources of multiple ma
rine mammal and bird species in the area
of Monterey. Due to recent abnormali
ties in the El nino cycle, a repeat of the
1991 outbreak has occurred with a high
number of birds being washed up on the
beach, which can be seen by any walker
who strolls by the Monterey beaches.
However, seabirds are not the only

organisms visibly affected by the acid;
we are also seeing increased mortality
rates in both sea otter and sea lion pop
ulations.
“Domoic Acid causes seizures and
neurological problems in animals such
as the otters and sea lions. Very often
the animals will appear drunk and dis
orientated,” said Kim Akeman, a vol
unteer for The Harbors Seals Of Pacific
Grove, a rescue center for sea otters,
seals and sea lions.
An increase of abandoned young has
started to overwhelm the sanctuaries
around the bay, the adults are thought
to be dying or experiencing a form of
brain damage resulting in high volumes
of orphaned pups.
If you see any sea life you think may
have been poisoned or needs help call
the Monterey Bay National Marine
Sanctuary at (831) 647-4201. If you are
worried about your seafood consump
tion and want information on where to
eat safely visit the Marine Stewardship
Council website.

Sand
extraction
leaves the
coast in
critical
condition

on our beaches that is causing coastlines
to shrink.
Silica Sand is mined from beaches tai organization.
and dunes near the coast. In just northern
A local sand mining company CE
California alone, about 8 million cubic MEX, located in Marina, has contribut
yards of sand and gravel are removed ed to the shrinking of our beaches since
each year from the coast, according to 1906. If CEMEX forgoes the expansion
the Sierra Club, the nation’s largest and of sand mining in the Monterey Penin
most influential grassroots environmen- sula, it means Monterey’s plethora of
outdoor activities will be in danger.
The inflation in sand extraction is
leaving our beaches in a critical state.
CEMEX’s sand mining extraction has
gone up by 250 percent, according to a
2012 study executed by the Monterey
Bay Sanctuary Foundation. Regional
sand mining has the potential to cause a
major decrease in our coastal dune habi
tats, as well as an increase in fossil fuels
in the area.
Silica sand contains silica dioxide, an
ingredient listed in almost all our house
hold items such as toothpaste, cosmet
ics, and even our iPhone screens. It is
often used in in the production of con
crete to create infrastructure.
As residents of the Monterey Penin
sula, one of the ways to take action is
to cut back on intake of silica dioxide.
Look for cosmetics, toiletries, etc., that

“In just northern
California alone, about
8 million cubic yards of
sand and gravel are
removed each year
from the coast”
do not list silica dioxide in its ingredi
ents.
For those interested in the screening
of Sand Wars, it will be at 6 p.m. at the
Marina Library located at 190 Seaside
Ave, Marina.
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Sodexo,
rollin
like a
big shot
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Farmers’ Market:
a look beyond the table
day of the week. With so many farmers’
markets within the area, the vendors
work diligently to provide for the com
munity.
By living so close to the “salad bowl
Justin Uemura, a California State
of the world,” Monterey is blessed to University, Monterey Bay Human
have farmer’s markets galore. So much Communications student knows what
so, that there is a farmer’s market every it takes to be a vendor. His family has

By Jessica Stafford

been selling flowers at farmer’s markets
under the name Gatanaga Nursery for
almost 20 years.
“Farmer’s markets are a common
place, where vendors are friendly and
personable. It’s a place to meet friends,
shop, eat or simply take a nice stroll,’
said Uemura. “There are many perks
shopping at your local farmer’s market.
You know exactly where your produce
is coming from, there is human interac
tion, the prices are much cheaper and it
is more sustainable.”
Weekends are long for Uemura, a lot
of hard work goes into farmer’s markets
as a vendor. He is there for the whole
process: growing, gathering, transport
ing and selling.
Philippe Costa, The Cake Guy, is
known for his tasty baked goods and
cakes. He said that farmer’s markets are
great because: “you know where your
products are coming from and you can
ask the vendor questions about their
products.”
Costa is a vendor at the Pacific Grove,
Salinas and Marina farmer’s markets,
which helps him be more centrally lo
cated within the Monterey Peninsula.
He believes that these markets are the
busiest in the area. Costa mentions that
the days leading up to the market are de
manding; it takes about a day and a half
to prepare and bake enough goods for
just one farmer’s market.
Gatanaga Nursery sells flowers at the
farmer’s markets at Monterey Peninsula
College on Fridays and Cabrillo College
in Santa Cruz on Saturdays. The Cake
Guy attends the Pacific Grove Farmer’s
Market, as well as Salinas and Marina.
You can find more information about
hours and locations of farmer’s markets
in the Monterey Bay area by visiting:
http://www.seemonterey.com/foodwine/farmers-markets/

Jessica Stafford/Otter Realm

Street EATZ food truck in front of Business Information & Technology building
By Jamara Bernard

A few weeks into the spring semester
and there seems to be a very conspic
uous food truck located right in front
of the Business and Information Tech
nology building. The food truck, Street
EATZ, brings a new flare to campus by
changing its menu every day.
This food truck has a full kitchen,
and provides options to accommodate
everyone from meat lovers to vegans.
Meals include burgers, tacos, nachos,
quesadillas, po boys, Italian meatball
subs, chicken, fish and shrimp.
The truck is primarily there to catch
the lunch rush of both students and staff
between 11:30 a.m. and 2 p.m. Meal
prices range from $5 to $7 on average,
while some snacks, like chips and cook
ies, are $1 to $2. Street EATZ also pro
vides beverages such as water, Gatorade
and soda.
“I feel as if the food truck is conve
nient and in a perfect location for stu
dents who want a quick meal,” Kirstyn

Nimmers, junior Molecular Biology
major said. “I ordered cheese fries a few
days ago and will probably visit again.”
What makes the truck so great is the
mobility. Street EATZ will be present at
different sporting events like basketball
games as well as local events. It serves
as a new take on concession stands
available at games.
“Soon we are looking to add a seat
ing area by the truck,” said Kayla Cole,
Catering and Sales Coordinator for So
dexo.
Although the food truck is owned
by Sodexo, they will not be accepting
blocks or flex.
Once the food truck idea was suggest
ed, another university, which uses So
dexo, handed it over because it wasn’t
being put to use. “We had heard about
a food vehicle in Loyola Marymount
since Sodexo does their food and they
sort of handed it over to us instead of
letting it rot away,” said Jesse Mora, So
dexo employee.

No fracking way!
Local
activists
seek to ban
fracking in

Monterey

County
Provided by Google Commons

By Charlemagne Jr. Tertulien

Staff of Street EATZ food truck

All Photos byjamara Bernard/Otter Realm

A push to include an anti-fracking
initiative on the ballot for the upcoming
November election is getting support in
the county.
Fracking is the process of drilling into
pre-existing or completely new oil wells
by injecting a mixture of roughly 700
chemicals and water into the ground, in
order to extract oil and gas, according to
Protect Monterey County website.
Protect Monterey County (PMC) is an
organization formed of citizens who are
concerned about the scarcity of water.
This group is in direct opposition to the
present day practices of oil extraction,
and specifically, they are organizing
and extending their message to the en
tire county in order to ban the practice
of hydraulic fracturing or fracking, in
cluding other forms of high-intensity oil
extraction in the Monterey County.
One of the main arguments from
PMC is how the extraction process re
leases numerous harmful chemicals
into the groundwater through both the
cracked well casings and from acciden-

tai spills. The organization claims that
since Monterey County relies so heav
ily on agricultural water supply, it is
severely at risk.
Not only because of the ground wa
ter contamination, but also due to the
initial amount of water required for the
extraction process. The fracking of one

limited amount of oil well along the
Salinas River,” said Mr. Demitri, PMC
member. This river runs through many
different locations: Gonzales, Chualar,
King City and all the way into Marina.
PMC hopes to find a balance between
the need for oil and the use of water. The
alternatives it proposes are: “a steady

“The fracking of one well amounts to 4 to
6 million gallons of water. Is using 10 to
15 barrels of water for every barrel of oil
really worth it in the long run”
well amounts to 4 to 6 million gallons of
water. This begs the question, is using
10 to 15 barrels of water for every barrel
of oil really worth it in the long run?
PMC has come across many different
hurdles that would seek to stop their en
deavor. Oil companies deny any affili
ation with the practice of fracking, but
the after-effects of the ejection of waste
water is conspicuously apparent.
“For decades, the companies have
been granted permission to drill an un

supply of clean water, a vibrant econ
omy based on agriculture and tourism,
and sustainable energy from abundant
solar and wind resources,” according to
their facebook site.
The next events to discuss the risk of
fracking and the banning measure will
take place in Salinas, on March 1 at 6:30
p.m. at Hartnell College, and in Pacific
Grove, on March 9 at 7p.m. at the Mu
seum of Natural History.
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President's Speaker Series to
focus on area workforce
development
Discussion
to provide
expertise
from three
speakers
By Sean Roney
Three expert business men will
discuss how to develop a thriv
ing Monterey Bay workforce in
the next installment of the Pres
ident’s Speaker Series on March
2. Tim Rainey, Chris Benner, and
Rick Antle will bring their expe
rience with state administration,
environmental studies and busi
ness to the forefront, to lead the
conversation with a region-wide
look at the future.
“By bringing together leaders
in areas including entrepreneur
ship, workforce development
and affordable housing with
a cross-section of community
members, we want to encourage
progress toward sustainable and
equitable economic growth,”
said Eduardo Ochoa, president
of California State University,
Monterey Bay (CSUMB).
The theme for this year’s
speaker series is: “Developing
the Monterey Bay Workforce,”
and the discussion will focus on
the future requirements of an ed
ucated workforce to power hightech, high-value, sustainable in
dustries.
As stated in the event descrip
tion: “This will require higher
performance from our P-16 ed
ucational system in an uncertain
resource environment.” Among
the questions to be considered,
the event description noted:
“How can we identify career
paths for both academic and vo
cational institutions to help us
achieve these goals? Which are
the new educational and training
paradigms that leverage tech
nology to connect students and
workers with the jobs and com

panies of the future?”
“The goal of this year’s Pres
ident’s Speaker Series is to take
an in-depth look at major issues
affecting the economies of Mon
terey, Santa Cruz and San Benito
Counties,” said Ochoa.
“The series follow a theme and
this is one piece of the overall
theme,” said Brooke Holmquist,
public affairs and communica
tion specialist.
The first two talks, held last
semester, focused on afford
able housing and entrepreneur
ship. The goal of the series is
to explore different parts of

each issue and theme, with
different speakers.
“Our goal is that every student
is going to be a business leader
when they leave,” said April Lee,
presidential aide in regard to the
value of the speaker series for
students. “They need to know the
path that they should be taking in
order to obtain employment.”
Holmquist added that while
the campus has the goal of pre
paring students while they’re at
CSUMB, the speaker series asks:
“what can the area do to be ready
for them when they graduate, to
be able to keep them employed
here?”
All students are encouraged
to attend and RSVP early for the
speaker series. Lee added: “We
do reach out to the entire student
body. It’s designed for students,
staff, faculty, community mem
bers and politicians.”
“Isn’t the goal when you
leave school to have a job?”
noted Holmquist of the speaker
series’ usefulness for students.

“We’re talking about, especial
ly in this area, what industries
are the future for this area and
how can they develop into the
future workforce? It’s thinking
beyond your day-to-day class
and thinking about the vision for

Upcoming
event:
Songs for Women

of Environmental Studies at the
University of California, Santa
Cruz. He is also the executive
director of the Everett Program,
where the focus of his research
has been on relationships be
tween technology, development,
markets and labor patterns.
Benner recently co-authored
a book with Manuel Pastor, ti
tled Just Growth: Inclusion and
Prosperity in America’s Metro
politan Regions, which examines
the conditions that have allowed
By Belen Fernandez
some regions to link prosperi
ty and inclusion. Benner’s past
work includes research assis
The Songs For Women Living
tance with such organizations as With War is a series of campus
events ranging from perfor
mances, public art installations,
presentations and a panel discus
sions about the experience wom
en face while standing up against
violence. It will take place in dif
ferent dates starting on Feb. 23
with a feminist panel at the Uni
versity Center Living room from
6 to 8 p.m.
This event includes a memori
al that explores the anti war ap
proach to empower women and
transcend sexual violence. It’s
purpose is to inform women that
crimes against humanity are not
All photos provided by CSUMB merely on the war field but exist
the Coalition on Regional Equity, in everyday life.
Working Partnerships USA, the
Visual Public Arts (VPA) and
California Labor Federation, and Global Studies programs col
the Congress of South African laborate organizing the event.
Trade Unions.
The panel speakers have been
invited by the Social Justice Col
loquium and Human Communi
cation (HCOM) Writers on the
Edge program.
Songs for Women Living With
War pays tribute to the women
and children who suffer violence
Rick Antle is the Chief Exec and fight back using an antiwar
utive Officer (CEO) of Tanimura approach. Speakers at the femi
& Antle, a local agriculture com nist panel will be: Lila Shahani,
pany with corporate headquarters Assistant Secretary of the Phil
in Salinas. He has been president ippine government who will
of the company since its forma discuss sex trafficking and pov
tion in 1982, and has served as erty; Gwyn Kirk feminist activist
CEO since 2003. Antle is cred from the organization Women
ited with constantly challenging for Genuine Security; and Eve
his team to foster innovation.
lina Galang, with a presentation
The discussion will take of her work the “Lolas,” which
place on March 2, at 3:30 p.m. is the source of inspiration of the
at the CSUMB World The memorial that will take place on
ater. To make reservations, Feb.23.
visit: http://csumb.edu/rsvp.
Composer Theresa Wong will
do improvisations in the song
form of “Lamentations” VPA
building 72, on March 10 from
2:30 - 4:30 p.m.
Johanna Poethig, professor of
Painting and Public Art is the
organizer of the event. Poethig’s
VPA students are creating art
work to contribute to the memo
rial installation which is a mini
wooden “Lola” house. “There
are so many memorials for men
but very few for women, and
what they suffer from, which is
war and conflict [that’s] why we
want to build and honor this me
morial,” Johanna Poethig said, as
she described the significance of

Living with War
Feminist Panel
All students welcome

your future.
Involvement from the audi
ence will be part of the event, as
there will be a panel question and
answer session after the presen
tations. Lee and Holmquist noted
that during past events, students
have asked many important
questions of the panels.
Tim Rainey is the executive
director of the California Work
force Development Board, which
is responsible for assisting the
governor with development and
improvement of the state work
force system.

"Our goal is that every student
is going to be a business leader
when they leave”
His prior title was director
of the Workforce and Econom
ic Development Program of the
California Labor Federation,
where he oversaw state and lo
cal policy development for busi
nesses and workforce agencies.
Rainey has also been the policy
director for the California Work
force Association, consultant
to the Senate Democratic Cau
cus of the California State Sen
ate, and co-founder and execu
tive committee member of the
EDGE Campaign.
Chris Benner is a Professor

Otter Ebert’s
NETFLIX F

What is
Streaming
on Netflix
in
February?

the installation.
While Poething’s students
create art pieces, Global Studies
and HCOM students will write
stories and reflections to rep
resent the women and children
who have suffered from war. The
complete project will be finished
and presented on April 5 at the
Black Box Cabaret, starting at 6
p.m. Community vocal improvi
sation is welcome to participate.
One major injustice toward
women of all colors and ages is
sexual violence. It continues to
grow viciously among the uni
versal culture of violence, patri
archy, and war. The ultimate goal
of this series of events is to raise
awareness of all forms of vio
lence, particularly on the issue of
sexual violence.
Students explained their feel
ings on the issues surrounding
the memorial and events. “It’s
not just a women’s issue, it’s ev
eryone’s issue, so the only way
we can deal with it, or come to
a final conclusion in fixing the
problem is by bringing aware
ness to it. And when someone
does something bad we make
sure they are accountable for
their actions,” said Albert Arau
jo, senior VPA major.
“I would end sexual violence
not with words because words
are just being thrown around but
I’d do it with pictures. You know,
we use propaganda everyday,
we use pictures everyday. The
best way is to try, and put it out
there, so people can see it. The
more they see it, the more they
act upon it,” said Araeli Morales,
senior VPA major.
“You have to start from our
homes, with our kids, boys and
girls, and then throughout their
school career. Sex education
should be more accessible and
less taboo for everybody. That is
one main way we can end sexual
violence,” said Mercedes Ma
ciel, senior VPA major.
Songs for Women Living With
War will be a safe place to story
tell, heal and think about the long
term effects war places on wom
en and children, and how to go
beyond those effects in a human
itarian approach. All students are
welcome to join.

"Women Helping Women"
Pregnancy Tests, Exams & Practical Help

Provided by Google Commons

By Ryan Sigala
With the comeback of a be
loved childhood television series,
to box office hit films making
their way to Netflix, the month of
February is an exciting time to be
a subscriber.
Fuller House: The 13-episode
series is set to start streaming
Feb. 26.
The television show Full
House has been given a sequel
series. Fuller House follows the
same storyline of the original
series. D.J. Tanner-Fuller (Can
dace Cameron Bure), like her fa
ther Danny Tanner, has become
a widow.
Now the mother of three-boys,

D.J. is faced with raising her chil
dren without a father. D.J decides
to move back into her childhood
home in San Francisco and en
lists the help of her sister, Steph
anie Tanner (Jodie Sweetin) and
her best friend Kimmy Gibbier
(Andrea Barber).
The show will include John
Stamos, Bob Saget, and Dave
Coulier reprising their roles
through guest appearances.
Dope: The film started stream
ing on Feb. 10.
Dope follows a high-school
senior, Malcolm Adekanbi (Shameik Moore) who is in love with
hip-hop music and has a dream
of going to Harvard. With the
stresses that come from senior

year, Malcolm struggles to truly
find himself. If you enjoy a coming-of-age storyline, then this is
the film for you. Will Malcom
find himself and get into Har
vard? Only one way to find out.
Chelsea Does: The series
started streaming on Jan. 23.
Famously known for the E!
Network talk show “Chelsea
Lately,” Chelsea Handler heads
to Netflix with a four-part docu
mentary series focusing on con
troversial topics that are concern
ing many Americans. Handler
discusses race, technology, mar
riage and drugs to create a dia
logue between experts, friends
and family members.

Pregnancy/Center & Clinic
Compassion
OF THE MONTEREY BAY

All Services FR
Monday - Thursday 10 a.m. - 4 p.m.

640 Cass St. Monterey, CA 93940
(831)373-8535 • www.montereycpc.com
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Otters up to bat
A new year brings a new season to the diamond

All Baseball Photos Provided by Aaron Meza

a season in which they posted a
27-13 conference record (32-20
overall) and will be lead by six
returning starters.
Highlighted by senior first
us. In this campaign Coach Walt
baseman
and 2015 CCAA first
By Thomas Dougherty
White looks to lead his squad to
teamer Kevin Davidson, the Ot
their third California Collegiate
ters return senior infielder Matt
Athletic Association (CCAA)
Spring is under way, which tournament appearance in four Urakami and senior outfielders
means Otter baseball is upon years. The Otters are coming off Chris Blanton, Justin Flores and

Otters look to build off
recent success

Will Rosato to the starting line
up. Catcher Hayden Duer (.552
AVG; 3 HR; 4 RBI) and infielder
Myles Hagar (.407 AVG; 4 HR;
11 RBI) lead the junior class as
reliable bats in the everyday or
der.
In their past successes, the Ot
ters have shown great balance
between offense and pitching.

This season the Otters look to get
the same balanced production.
The Otters pitching staff retains
the arms of seniors Jacob Cox,
Brett Hammond, Ryan Boydstun
and Jared Koenig.
This season has started with
a bang as the Otters rattled off
nine straight wins to start their
season. The streak was highlight

ed by two doubleheader sweeps
of Holy Names (13-1, 5-4) and
Sonoma State (7-6,7-6), as well
as a 4 game sweep of Azusa Pa
cific by the scores of 4-2, 14-3,
3-2, and 14-12. The Otters look
forward to big weekend battles
against rivals Chico State Feb. 26
to 28 and University of Califor
nia, San Diego April 23 and 24.

you otter be on the
lo kout.
Otters’ Softball team aim for a
National Championship
By Samantha Luna
The California State Univer
sity, Monterey Bay Women’s
Softball team has started their
season off strong, going 2-0
overall against Dominican Uni
versity. This season, senior Lind
sey Clarkson, will be following
in the footsteps of All-American
Cori Reinhardt.
“I hope we have a winning
season, and we get another ring,”
Clarkson said. The Otters domi
nated the season finishing 47-12,
ranking them No. 25 overall, just
above Sonoma State.
This season, be on the lookout
for returners Bianca Noriega and

Madison Casto. Both All-Ameri
cans are on the watchlist for the
Schutts Sports Division II Player
of the Year Award.
“This season, I feel complete
ly confident in our team, regard
less of any outsiders perspective
of how we are going to finish this
season,” Casto said. She believes
that her captains have faith in ev
ery one of their players.
“What I hope to get out of this
season is a National Champi
onship. However, it takes baby
steps to get there, so we need
to take it one step at a time,”
Noriega said.
The Women’s Otter Softball
team went 3-5 in their first big

Big Wave
Dreams
By Jessica Stafford

When winter rolls around,
deep swells roll in, creating mas
sive waves that register on the
Richter scale. These waves are
known as Mavericks and lie 30
miles south of San Francisco in
Half Moon Bay. It is notorious
for attracting big wave surfers
every winter for the Titans of
Mavericks Surf Competition.
On Feb. 9, the Committee of
Five (five veterans who have
surfed and studied Mavericks for
over 20 years) announced that
the event would be on for Friday,
Feb. 12.
This year, the Committee of
Five nominated 24 competitors,
as well as five alternates and
two wild card surfers, based on
the following criteria: physical
condition, knowledge of water
safety, substance free, promotes
ocean conservation and commu
nity involvement.
Athletes from all over the
world gather to Half Moon Bay
to challenge Mavericks, while

some are more local. A few local
athletes who participated are Ken
Collins, Anthony Tashnick and
Nic Lamb, all of which are from
Santa Cruz.
For student surfers, Maver
icks can be used as a learning
tool. California State University,
Monterey Bay’s surf instructor
Noah Greenberg said that the
waves influence his teachings.
“We learn how to measure
success. Within surfing, do we
measure success by how well
you stand up, or if you even do
stand up? Or by how much fun
we have,” said Greenberg. He
applies these lessons in both his
Surfing and Sports Ethics class
es, helping his students apply this
lesson into their everyday lives.
“I respect Mavericks and the
people that surf it. I know that I
wouldn’t want to go out there,”
said Sawyer Brown Carman, an
Environmental Science major
and surfer. He has been always
interested in Mavericks, and
stays updated through Surfline
when the season comes around.
Mavericks
is
infamously

tournament, the Vegas Des
ert Stinger Classic. They had
a rocky start on Friday, but fin
ished strong the next two days,
dominating playoff rivals Mon
tana State Billings. Otters look
on to take San Francisco State
next home game, at noon, Feb.
26 and 27.

known for taking the lives of un
lucky surfers. “The wave itself is
extremely technical as it comes
in out of deep water and then
jacks up into a wave face, that it
leaves most surfers ditching their
boards or flying through the air.
Underwater, there are huge rocks
and even caves. These are often
what take people’s lives. I hear of
a surfer dying there at least every
couple years,” Brown Carman
said.
Brown Carman explains that
as Mavericks gains popularity,
the more crowded the waves and
Pillars Point becomes. “I think
that trend is going to continue,
and more people will want to
surf it, and prove themselves in
big surf.”
Greenberg does not encourage
students to try surfing Mavericks,
big wave surfing can be dead
ly and requires more advanced
gear. For students who are inter
ested in watching surfing or par
ticipating within the area, he sug
gests Steamer’s Lane, “being one
of the best spectator surf spots in
the world.” Greenburg also sug
gests that students check out the
Cold Water Classic competition
in Santa Cruz, in Otcober, and
the Sunshine Freestyle Surfabout
in Carmel, May 14 to 15.
To stay updated with Maver
icks, check out the official web
site of the competition at titansofmavericks .com.

All SoftBall Photos Provided by Aaron Meza
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Events
Nothing like Roots
in the area Reggae music
By Samantha Luna

Academic Events
By Denise Zacarias
Attend The ‘Professional De
velopment Series: Profession
alism and Networking’. This
workshop will help you appeal
to your target audience by learn
ing how to portray a competent
image. When: Monday, Feb. 22
noon to 1:30 p.m. in the Chap
man Science Center, room E105.

Learn a couple new strategies
that can help you with Managing
test anxiety.
The CSS and the Academ
ic Skills Achievement Program
(ASAP) will present the ‘Man
aging Test Anxiety’ workshop on
Monday, Feb. 29, noon to 1 p.m.
This workshop is in the Library,
in room 1180.

‘Preparing for your Graduate
School Interviews’
UROC will present a work
shop to help students prepare for
their Graduate School Interviews
on Monday, February 29 noon to
1:30 p.m. in the library in room
2150. This workshop intends to
help students improve communi
cation skills and give insight on
expectations during interviews.

Off Campus Events

Provided by Google Commons

Santa Cruz:
Take a trip to Santa Cruz on
March 6 to explore the main at
tractions, like the Redwood For
est at Henry Cowell State Park
along the San Lorenzo River,
the boardwalk and many lunch
spots in Downtown Santa Cruz.
This event is only $25 and make
sure to sign up by Feb. 28 at
https://csumb.edu/international/
spring-2016-excursions.

Reggae lovers! It’s that time
of the year to surround yourself
with positive music and positive
people. California (Cali) Roots,
one of the biggest music festivals
is approaching, and reggae fans
start getting ready to groove at
the Monterey Fairgrounds.
This festival is an experience

of a lifetime with an incredible
lineup, from Rebelution, Slight
ly Stoopid, The Green, Tribal
Seeds, Atmosphere, Stick Figure,
and many more favorites who
will enhance the mood of the city
from May 27 to 29.
Cali Roots is one of the first
California festivals to include
live painters on stage while the
musicians perform. There are

tents throughout the fairgrounds
with different merchandise to
purchase from your favorite
bands.
Single day tickets start at $75,
and 3 days tickets are $190 and
can be purchased at http://califomiarootsfestival.com/tickets.

Upcoming Events
dent Center Lounge. This event tion please contact rha@csumb.
is free for students so make sure edu.
you bring your Otter ID card in
order to receive your bingo card.
Professional Practices for
There will be prizes for each
Artists Series:
round, with a grand prize for
Professor Angelica Muro and
game #10.
Professor Dio Mendoza will lead
The Basics: Professional Practic
Open Mic Night:
es Tool Kit, event Feb. 24 from
Come and show off your talent 6 to 8 p.m. at Visual and Public
or support fellow otters at Open Art building. This workshop will
Provided by Google Commons Mic Night put on by the Resi break down fundamental profes
dential Housing Association on sional practices for artists, from
Drag Queen Bingo:
March 5 at the Student Center artwork formatting to the artist’s
March 3 this event will be
from 7 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. It otter pitch.
from 8 p.m. to 10 p.m. at the Stu
be amazing! For more informa

CSUMB's International Club
By Leyla Ledwith
California State University,
Monterey Bay (CSUMB) has
a club called the Internationals
Club for international students,
that enables them to meet others
in the same position and be eased
into life on campus.
If CSUMB students wish to
befriend their international fel
lows, then the club acts as a plat
form which allows them to do so.
“This club is trying to bring
together the international student
body and the CSUMB body in
hopes of cultivating intercultural
and international friendships,”
Katy Sue, senior Global Studies
student and International Club
organizer said.
“The club sees that there is no

real platform for international
students and CSUMB students
to interact outside the classroom,
which tends to lead to interna
tional students sticking to the in
ternational bubble, and CSUMB
students always wondering why
they can’t get to know them. We
offer events for both internation
al students and CSUMB students
to attend and interact with each
other,” said Sue.
On Feb. 26 there will be an
International Club meeting in
the West Lounge of the Student
Center, at 5 p.m.. These meet
ings will carry on throughout the
rest of the semester at designat
ed dates. Other events include
an international movie night on
March 4, and bonfire night on
April 15.
This is followed by a soccer

charity tournament, on March
6, where the international team
plays against the CSUMB team.
“Our plan is to host a soccer
charity tournament, in which the
international students create a
soccer team to face off with the
CSUMB soccer team and raise
money to donate to a charity,”
Sue said.
The last big event being held
by the International Club is the
end of year party which will be
held on May 13, a celebration to
end the semester and celebrate
new friendships made within the
club.
Although these dates are sub
ject to change, being part of the
club will ensure you are kept
informed. To join, email Sue
at ksue@csumb.edu, or like
them on Facebook at CSUMB

Group of international students at CSUMB
International Club.
To attend the events you must
be a member, and there may be
costs involved for some events,
such as the charity tournament.

Benedicte Olsen/Otter Realm

“It’s helpful for me, as a member,
to be in the club because every
one is in the same position as me
and it helps to know that you’re
not on your own. I think it’s a

great way to make new friends,”
said Karine Teffah, a junior
Business Management major
from London.

WHATyouO77EAdoing
19

18

Have A Heart
7:30am - 11:30pm
World Theater

Have A Heart
7:30am - 11:30pm
World Theater
Community Yoga
12 - 1pm
Health & Wellness Ser
vices Bldg 80-Rm 90

21

22
Have A Heart
7:30am - 11:30pm
World Theater

Have A Heart
7:30am - 11:30pm
World Theater

23

Career Fair
10am - 2pm
University Center Lobby,University Center
- Living Room/Fireplace

28

Just Chill Out
12:00 AM-11:59 PM
Your own room

29 _
Financial Aid Work
shops
8am - 6pm
Oaks Hall
FOCUS 2016
4 - 7pm
University Center Ballroom

24

Financial Aid Work
shops
8am - 6pm
Oaks Hall
Women’s Support
Group
4 - 5:15pm
Health & Wellness Ser
vices Bldg 80-Rm 90

1

Stress and Anxiety
Support Group
1:30-2:45pm
Health & Wellness
Services Bldg 80-Rm 90

2

26

25
Financial Aid Work
shops
8am - 6pm
Oaks Hall

Yoga, Art, and Medi
tation Group
3:30 - 5pm
Health & Wellness Ser
vices Bldg 80-Rm 90

Community Yoga
12 - 1pm
Health & Wellness Ser
vices Bldg 80-Rm 90

3
Workplace Walk-Off
Challenge Kick-off
12- 1:30pm
Alumni & Visitor’s
Center - Boardroom
1,Alumni & Visitor’s
Center Main Room

UROC - Seminar
3:50 - 6pm
Tanimura & Antle
Family Memorial Li
brary- Room 1176

New Otter Realm!

UROC - Seminar
2 - 3pm
Tanimura & Antle
Family Memorial Li
brary- Room 1176

20
Have A Heart
7:30am - 11:30pm
World Theater
Blue Crue Tailgate
6:30 - 7:25pm
Kelp Bed (Otter Sports
Center)

27

Family Gridlock
11am - 2pm
Battle of The Bays
5:30 - 9:30pm
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Caption Contest

FUN & GAMES
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A-MAZE-ing
Each issue, the Otter Realm will fea
ture a photo that needs a caption.
Send your caption to us, and we will
post the winner at otterrealm.com

Any CSUMB student and resident of
Monterey County may enter their
captions. Good luck!

Send your submissions to
otterrealm@csumb.edu

Andre Sitolini/Otter Realm
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CAMPUS
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Katharine Mckenney, Canada

Gungor, Germany
Matiyas

Kim Collazo, Puerto Rico

Anna Shveda, Ukraine
Sebastian Gerdes, Denmark

Mohamed Yeslem, Mauritani

Jens Gunnar Aspelund, Norway

Pawel Morawian, France

Dick, Australia
Austin
Students from all over the
world come to California State
University, Monterey Bay, ap
proximately from 40 different
countries, adding up to around
200 international students in to
tal. The Top five countries are Ja
pan, France, Norway, Germany
and China.
“The orientation week [was]
a pretty good success, we are
happy with the students that are

here,” said Brian Childs, Aca
demic Programs Coordinator.
“We hope that they are happy to
be here.”
The international office, as
well as recruitment staff, have
formed university partnerships
abroad in order to build connec
tions that allow students more
diverse options to spending their
semester/academic year here.

A Global
Campus

By

Benedicte Olsen

The 2016 spring semester has the
largest amount of international students
for a year’s second half at CSUMB i

Louisa Davies-Brazil, U.K., England

Dain Kim, South Korea

Israel Gizaw, Ethiopia
All photos by Benedicte Olsen

Jackie Alvarez, Ecuador

Daniel van Steijn, Netherlands

